2020 Grantees

The Abraham Initiatives: Media Project

aChord Center

Achoti (Sister) for Women in Israel

Adalah: The Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in Israel

Adva Center

AJEEC-NISPED (Arab-Jewish Center for Equality, Empowerment and Cooperation): Arab-Jewish Gap Year Program

The Alliance for Israel’s Future (AIF)

Amram – Ru’ach Ha’Mizrach Association

The Arab Center for Alternative Planning (ACAP)

Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI)

The Association for Distributive Justice

Association of Ethiopian Jews (AEJ)

B’Tselem: The Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories

Be Free Israel (Yisrael Hofsheet)

The Berl Katznelson Foundation (BKF)

Bimkom: Planners for Planning Rights

Breaking the Silence (Shovrim Shtika)

Coalition to Promote Housing Rights of Elderly Israelis

Emek Shaveh

The Follow-Up Committee for Arab Education

Forum for Immigrant Families in the North

The Forum for Regional Thinking

Gisha – Legal Center for Freedom of Movement

Givat Haviva – The Center for Shared Society: Municipal and Regional Partnerships

Hagar – The Affordable Housing Center

Hamaabara – The Transit Camp: The Jerusalem Campaign for Housing Rights

Haredim Mamlish’ti’im (New Haredim)

Hechalutz Movement: The Shachar Project and The Migdalor Project

Human Rights Defenders Fund (HRDF)

I’lam – Media Center for Arab Palestinians in Israel

Ir Amim

IRAC: Israel Religious Action Center

Israel Women’s Network (IWN): Policy Promotion Project

The Israeli Democratic Bloc

Joint lobbyist for Refugee-Aid Organizations

Joint lobbyist for LGBT Organizations

Joint lobbyist for Refugee-Aid Organizations

Kayan – Feminist Organization

Libi Bamizrah (My Heart is in the East) – The Coalition for Equal Allocation of Cultural Resources in Israel

Machsom Watch: Women for Human Rights and Against the Occupation

Masorti (Conservative) Movement: Al Mishmar Haknesset – Jewish Pluralism Watch

Mehazkim

Mitvim: The Israeli Institute for Regional Foreign Policies

Morashtenu (Our Heritage): The Charter for Democracy

The Movement for Freedom of Information

The National Committee of Arab Local Authorities in Israel (NC-ALA): Implementation of Government Resolution 922 and Combating Crime and Violence Project

Negev Coexistence Forum for Civil Equality – Freedom of Protest Coordinator

New Discourse – The Mizrahi Democratic Rainbow

Noar Kahalacha

Physicians for Human Rights Israel (PHRI)

Place For Change (Makom Leshinui)

Power to the Community

The Public Committee Against Torture in Israel (PCATI): Project to Reduce Police Violence at Demonstrations

The Public Housing Forum

Regional Council for Unrecognized Negev Arab Villages (RCUV)

The Secular Forum

The Seventh Eye

Sikkuy: The Association for the Advancement of Civic Equality Media Project

Social Economic Academy (SEA)

Standing Together (Omdim Beyachad): Developing Local Chapters

Tag Meir – Light Tag Forum

Tebeka – Advocacy for Equality & Justice for Ethiopian Israelis

The Tikun Movement for Social and Cultural Change in Israel

Tishreen: A Culture Reviving Association – Taybeh

Tmura – The Israeli Antidiscrimination Legal Center Freedom of Expression Project

Women Against Violence (WAV) - Nazareth

Yahav

Yesh Din – Volunteers for Human Rights

Zazim

Zulat – Equality and Human Rights